INSTRUCTIONS FOR AUTHORS
These instructions are provided to help authors prepare ABSTRACT for submission to
APCG2020 conference. All submitted papers will be in a process of peer review and all
accepted papers for either oral or poster presentation will be distributed to the participants at
the conference on the format of book of abstracts. It is the responsibility of author to follow the
instructions restrictively. The TEMPLATE OF ABSTRACT is provided and could be
downloaded from www.apcg2020.org.

1. AUTHORS' RESPONSIBILITIES
1.1. All submitted ABSTRACT must be in good, grammatically correct English. Authors
are fully responsible for the correction of language.
1.2. Major corrections cannot be undertaken by APCG2020’s committee, and no proofs are
provided.

2. SUBMISSION OF ABSTRACT
2.1. ABSTRACT SUBMISSION opens on 1 December 2019. Submitting authors must
acknowledge that at least one author of accepted ABSTRACT has to register with
APCG2020 conference.
2.2. ABSTRACTS should be provided in electronic form and uploaded to our online
submission website. The format should be complied with the following basic instructions.
To avoid any mistake, the TEMPLATE OF ABSTRACT is suggested.
2.3. File formats. You are required to provide us the preferred format for electronic versions
both Microsoft Word and PDF, though we can accept most other word-processing packages
in PC or Macintosh formats.
2.4. File naming: When naming files it is recommended that you incorporate the name of
the first author or the paper’s reference numbers into the filename. Please do not use generic
names such as “APCG2020 paper” or similar easily confused variants.

3. ABSTRACT FORMAT
3.1 Page Size:
The page size MUST be set to A4 on “Page Setup” of your Word screen for example. This
template places all material in a rectangle of 21 cm x 29.7 cm (8.27"x11.69"), beginning
1.25 cm (0.49") and heading 1.25 cm (0.49") from the top and the footer of the page. The
page must be formatted using 2.54 (1.0") margins.
3.2 Font type:
Times New Roman
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3.3 Text size:
 Title: - 14pt. bold and align left
- Use a capital letter at the first word only except the specific name.
 Authors’ name and address: 10pt. regular and align left, with the name of
presenting author bold and underlined.
 Text and keywords: 11pt. justified
3.4 Length:
Submission are open for both ABSTRACT (250 Words) or Extended Abstract (1,000 Words).

3.5 Keyword:
Please indicate 3-5 keywords at the end of your abstract. Keywords (in alphabetical order)
which will enable a subsequent information retrieval system to locate the paper.

4. Instruction for Poster Presentation
Poster sessions combine graphic display of materials with the opportunity for individualized,
informal discussion of the research throughout a 60-minute session. The Poster will be
mounted on a PVC board. The dimension of the poster board is 1.0 m (width) x 1.2 m
(height). The poster must contain the title, authors’ name and affiliated institutions,
objectives, research methods, results and conclusion in the form of figures, graphs, tables,
etc.
5. Instruction for Roundtable Presentation
Roundtables are 50-minute oral presentations with discussion with attendees seated around
a table. Papers accepted for a roundtable session will be grouped by the program chair into
tables with three to five papers per table, clustered around shared interests. Each
roundtable at a roundtable session will have a designated chair, who is knowledgeable
about the research area, to facilitate interaction and participation. Roundtables are an ideal
format for networking and in-depth discussion on a particular topic.
6. Instruction for Symposium Presentation
Symposium presentations are conceived and organised by individuals who recruit speakers
to present papers on a specific topic. Presenters should submit their own abstracts
separately before a Symposium Presentation can be proposed. Symposium presentations
last for 75 minutes and are typically organised as follows:




Introduction
3 or 4 oral presentations based on submitted abstracts
Discussion
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7. Instruction for Workshop Presentation

A workshop is a brief, intensive course, lasting 50 minutes, which is led by an
experienced researcher or practitioner, usually with a PhD-level qualification. It facilitates
group interaction and the exchange of information between a smaller number of
participants than is usual at a plenary session.
Conference workshops are typically more instructional and interactive in nature than oral
presentations and involve participants working with the workshop leader on a particular
topical issue.

Submission Streams
The APCG Organizing Committee welcomes papers from a wide variety of interdisciplinary
and theoretical perspectives, and submissions are organized into the topics listed below:
[Topics]


Creativity



Curriculum Studies for Gifted Education



Identification, Assessment and Evaluation of Giftedness



Parent & Community



Policy and Management of Gifted Students



Research into Giftedness



Social & Emotional Development of Gifted Students



Special Populations



Special Schools & Programs



STEM, Computers & Technology and Gifted Students

*

Abstracts should address one or more of the topics above.
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How to Submit Your Abstract
1.

To submit, go to APCG2020's online submission system.

2.

Create your account. Your email address will be used as your username and you will
be asked to create a password. Please be aware that the information you enter when
creating your account will be used for official Letters of Acceptance, Letters of
Invitation, and Conference Programmes, so please ensure correct spelling of names,
affiliated institutions, and so forth.

3.

Submit your abstract (maximum 250 words), choosing from the presentation formats
listed below (Oral, Poster, Symposium, or Workshop).

4.

Submit well before the submission deadline in order to benefit from Early Bird or
Advanced Registration rates.

5.

Your abstract will undergo double-blind peer review and the results will be returned
to you generally after 1 April 2020.

6.

If your abstract is accepted you will be invited to register for the conference.

7.

Upon payment of the registration fee, you will receive a confirmation email
containing your official receipt.

Submission Status
Check on the status of your abstract submission by logging in to the online submission
system. The status is displayed in the "Submissions" area. Your personal information may be
edited at any time.
If your paper is accepted for presentation at the conference, a notification email will be sent
to your registered email address. If you do not receive this email, please contact us
at apcg2020korea@gmail.com.
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